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Murphy first created the Pontiac Buggy Company in The company initially specialized in the
production of horse-drawn carriages. A few years later, in , when Murphy realized that the future
was in the car, he changed his company to the Oakland Motor Car Company. This company was
bought by General Motors in after the death of its founder. The first Pontiac vehicle in was the
five-seater bus, presented to the public at the New York Auto Show. It had a six-cylinder engine
that was powerful enough to then be able to overtake the 4-cylinder machines, but cost less
than most other models. The success of the first model, which was sold in record numbers in
gave birth to the next six-cylinder car, Pontiac Big Six , named so because of the increased
volume and engine power. Initially, the first Pontiac cars sold by GM as a cheaper version of its
models the Oakland, but since the 30s, the company tried to shake off the image of "reliable, but
boring" cars. They turned their attention to a new market and tried to achieve success faster,
more beautiful cars, such as the Torpedo Deluxe and 8 Chieftain Super Deluxe, which also
appeared in the coupe version. It is worth noting the fact that Pontiac was the first to offer
customers a variety of engine options on the same machine. But first an important model for the
Bonneville Pontiac began in , the one that introduced the fin design, which defined an entire era
of American cars. Among the American car manufacturers, the Pontiac was seen as a vehicle
that was luxurious as Chevrolet, but reliable and cheap as Oldsmobile and Buick. Since then, in
the 60 years it has become fashionable to drive as fast as each could afford with as large
engine. While other manufacturers have managed to simulate this trend, GTO still remained the
original "muscular" car. Soon, in , came Firebird Trans Am. This led to a loss of popularity
among the public, however, a later version of the car was pretty good in terms of performance.
In order to help the company succeed, the famous GTO was raised, but the results were not to
everyone's taste, as well as Firebird is not very "friendly terms" with traditionalists. Adobe
Acrobat Document 2. Pontiac Service Manual. Adobe Acrobat Document 9. Pontiac Service
Manual Adobe Acrobat Document Pontiac G3 Owner's Manual. Adobe Acrobat Document 1'
Pontiac Firebird Owner Manual. Pontiac G5 Owner's Manual. Adobe Acrobat Document 1.
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Pontiac Firebird Formula History of Pontiac Cars. Since it was Pontiac who made ram-air
household terminology in the '60s, it knew excitement could be created easily with thoughts of
cold-air induction. Ask any automotive enthusiast to quickly name any vehicle associated with a
factory shaker hood scoop and replies will be severely limited. While you may hear the
occasional Mopar or Ford example, many would ultimately provide Trans Am as the most
overwhelming response. In many hobbyists' eyes, the shaker hood scoop is as Trans Am
symbolic as the large hood bird decal optioned on so many ' models. The shaker hood scoop
provided an already intimidating package with an aggressive appearance and in some instances
was fully functional for improved performance. As commonly associated with the Firebird Trans
Am as the hood scoop is, many passive enthusiasts do not correlate them with '74 GTO or '77
Can Am models. Our 2-part series will take a close look at differences between hood scoop's
design over the years and different applications on which they were found. Our first installment
will cover functional scoops with the latter depicting those non-functional. The Trans Am
incorporated a lower front air dam, front and rear wheel flares, a rear spoiler for high-speed
downward force, and a rearward facing engine mounted scoop peering through an opening in
the hood. Since the scoop was mounted directly to the air cleaner, it nervously danced with
engine harmonics giving its name "shaker hood scoop" descriptive meaning. Dual solenoids
were mounted on an internal bracket within the scoop housing using a small T-shaped rod
extending to the air valve, which was basically a hinged door. The air valve was used to keep
weather elements and foreign objects from entering the air cleaner assembly under normal
conditions but for more spirited driving, specific throttle position caused the solenoids to
energize, opening the air valve and allowing outside air into the air cleaner. This design carried
through on Trans Am models before ever-increasing federal standards on drive-by noise and
emissions output rendered the hood scoop inoperable. From through the end of Second-Gen
Firebird production in , no other Trans Am would boast of a functional shaker hood scoop from
the factory. A specifically-shaped linkage fastened to the carburetor throttle shaft would contact
and depress a stationary spring-loaded switch mounted on the carburetor body. At
approximately the same time the secondary barrels opened, the linkage began depressing the
switch thereby energizing the solenoids for an enhanced 4-barrel effect from the carburetor.
Adding much wiring and general clutter under the hood and for reasons most-likely to reduce
repair costs from broken components, a revised actuation system was incorporated for the '72
model year. While many '72 Trans Am owners and enthusiasts are aware differences exist,
changes were not noted in the Pontiac Service Manual or any Pontiac Technical Bulletins. The

only reference to the updated design was found on page 33 of Craftsman Service News, issue
number 2. Throttle position still controlled solenoid activity, however, carburetor-mounted
contacts were replaced by a pedal-mounted transmission kickdown switch. Since automatic
transmission-equipped '72 Trans Am kickdown switches had a dual-purpose, controlling both
transmission kickdown and hood scoop operation, a specific switch with higher resistance, PN
was required. Manual transmission cars also received a transmission kickdown switch, though
required for only one role, shaker hood scoop solenoid activation. Most notably, it was the first
time since that the GTO was built on a platform other than the A-body. Based on the X-body
chassis, the GTO package was optional on the Ventura model and included color coordinated
decals, a ci 4-barrel engine, and a functional Trans Am-style shaker hood scoop. With
operational characteristics similar to that of earlier Trans Am models, a larger single solenoid
replaced dual solenoids to control air valve operation. However, unlike earlier Trans Am models,
which used throttle position to activate the solenoids, the '74 GTO shaker scoop used a series
of electronic switches and manifold vacuum to operate a vacuum switch to produce the
electrical connection for the solenoid. A temperature-activated switch mounted on the
passenger side cylinder head ensured solenoid activation would only occur at or above degree
coolant temperatures. A specific vacuum-actuated switch mounted within the scoop housing
was connected to both a 12V lead and manifold vacuum through an electric switch mounted on
the intake manifold. The vacuum switch was held open by manifold vacuum and anytime
manifold vacuum dropped below 1. Page 25 of Craftsman Service News, issue number 2
provides a general description and abbreviated flowchart for technicians to diagnose any
malfunction. The small article also provides the procedure for checking solenoid operation,
which consists of a coolant temperature above degrees, an ignition position of "ON," and the
engine not running to prevent manifold vacuum. Under these conditions, the solenoid will
energize, opening the air valve allowing technicians and owners to check for proper component
operation. For reasoning most likely due to the smaller displacement ci engine not producing as
much drive-by commotion as a larger displacement powered Trans Am, Pontiac was able to
install the functional hood scoop on the GTO hoping to create attention for the package. Since
vacuum levels as low as those required to close the vacuum switch only occur under
aggressive acceleration, hood scoop activity was limited to a narrow window of operation
thereby reducing any unwanted carburetor noise under moderate acceleration. Solenoids were
energized by a single 12V black wire with orange striping, which fit into a rubber connector
under the scoop housing. An individual braided-wire ground strap fastened to the bottom rear
of the scoop assembly with a male-spade connector fitting a female connector mounted on the
firewall to provide sufficient ground. Without both connections, proper scoop operation may not
be possible. Contrary to what many believe, Trans Am-specific lower air cleaners are unique to
Trans Am models due to the required drop producing specific scoop height and clearance.
While appearing very similar, standard 4-barrel dual-snorkel air cleaners may not locate the
scoop in the proper location nor produce the correct drop without modifications. To
accommodate the taller hood height of the Ventura body, a Trans Am shaker hood scoop was
modified by riveting a stamped sheetmetal spacer with specific front and rear heights to the
bottom to properly position the scoop for the '74 GTO hood. Unlike the Trans Am, which had a
separate 12V power lead and ground strap, the '74 GTO had 1 plug with 2 terminals for both
power and ground sources. These wires originated from the main wiring harness but were
routed through an electric switch, which monitored coolant temperature to limit operation only
above degrees. Next to the electric plug was a port to which a vacuum hose supplying manifold
vacuum was connected. With what began on the Trans Am in , the '74 GTO shaker hood scoop
was fastened to the single snorkel lower air cleaner base by a large band clamp eliminating the
need for welded tabs and wing nuts for scoop retention. Additionally, the '74 GTO lower air
cleaner, PN , was the same base used on ' Trans Am models, which again will not interchange
with standard 4-barrel applications due to specific drop. Like all other Pontiac models beginning
in , the lower air cleaner featured a molded plastic duct, PN , which was connected to its single
snorkel and extended to flexible tubing that was routed to take air from below the inner fender
to reduce intake air temperatures. They allowed the carburetor to draw cooler, denser air,
possibly giving owners a slight edge on their competition. Whether the sales literature
aerodynamic drawings showing high-pressure air at the base of the windshield are accurate or
not, the phenomenon it created with performance minded owners was real. Stay tuned for our
next installment in which we will explore the non-functional hood scoops from the most
common to the most rarely seen. Close Ad. Rocky Rotella writer. Share on Facebook Share on
Twitter. Click on the word "Stock" above for more info. Unfortunately we can't edit that page.
Spread the word! Remember - any underlined highlighted word or sentence will take you to
another page about that topic. Click on it. Do you need some one that can answer your Pontiac

engine questions? Because the other salesmen can't. Talk to Bruce Fulper before you buy!
PARTS, best prices!! See manufctures listing below and email with questions. BEST prices
anywhere. New prices. Talk to me, Bruce Fulper, and learn what's real about the traditional
Pontiac V I merely want to see all Pontiac owners enjoy their cars without spending stupid
money on heavy rotating assys. We are the very best traditional Pontiac Engine parts,
combination ideas, and HELP write or call you'll find on the planet. NOTE: Some pages on this
large site were created years ago and have old dates at the top of the page. Speed Demons too.
Call for pricing that beats everyone else! You must call Example - Bruce Fulper's hp pump gas
9. Remember that when you get your quote. It's taking longer than anticipated because I'm a
fuss budget on particulars. Worlds Quickest N. Pontiac Super Stocker nine years straight. Your
wife will never know. Bruce Fulper knows more about building race Pontiacs than any
advertising Pontiac engine builder. Plus - if you. Affordable 3"main cranks are GONE!!! There
are more and more dimwits on the internet claiming they're running This is BULL. It is not my
"theory. Mother Nature has made these rules. If someone tell s you it's not a problem save
yourself lots of grief and money and ask me first. I'm not trying to sell you anything with this
info. How Sweet it is. Can't say it enough. The fastest and quickest Pontiac Powered N. No other
Pontiac specialist engine builder has achieved my professionally recorded accomplishments.
To date B. We're the only Pontiac engine builders with proven incredible results - street and
strip. Another super AutoImagery. Left rear wheel is off the ground. In an 8 x 10 it's very clear.
You can order this picture as an 8 x 10 from their site. Both rear wheels were off the ground at
one point. Dave was lucky enough to catch it with all air under one slick. I've made hp with a
stock block and a stock crank, 3. Developing engines equally for massive torque and
horespower. Take your time and cruise this great site. There's lots to see here. Whatever you
need. We can provide it with care. Let us sell you the parts or build your next engine. Uses
Bruce's custom profiled hydraulic roller cams made by Comp Cams - click here. Recognized
now 20 year NHRA announcer - click here for earlier reccognition. Our King Street engines
dominate Chevy combinations. Whips a bowtie with ease. When it was originally built and street
driven by Greg Gutnecht, it ran a best of 9. No engine failures using a stock block and crank.
Greg traded it to me for my '63 LeMans which is supposed to be receiving Gregs new turbo
drivetrain. C'mon Hot Dogs. Get ready. The following is a list of RRE parts Greg used. Greg also
used my advice on gear and converter selection. Greg did his own assembly. This was a true
street car at that time. It had a gear. With three quarters of a tank of gas it weighs pounds. I used
the car to test different combinations. To date I had installed six different engines from our King
Street series of low octane street combinations. Number one - A King Street , lbs. It used a
Mighty Demon carb and ran You'd love to own one. You say you'd like to add nitrous? I've got
combinations that have made hp and lbs. Importantly these engines make this power below
rpm. They're designed for less stress and a normal long service life. Number two engine was a
King Street - Then I designed and built blown " daily driver for a show car. Click on the
underlined 8. I've built several blown Pontiacs. They're always way cool. Third engine was a
King Street Tinsmans 'bird runs Now THAT's impressive for a factory stock four inch stroke. My
innovative designs are stunning the Pontiac community. And best of all they're affordable.
Number four engine: We installed the wild history making 9. It was featured in the July issue.
Although not the engine I intended to use, the ended up being the used in the Popular Hot
Rodding Engine Masters Challenge contest. We were the only ones that drove their engine to
the test site and beat some of the top engine builders in the country. We placed thirtieth out of
fifty total entries with a 10 month old street driven and often raced engine. We have reprints
available. You owe it to yourself to read about this amazing s-t-r-e-e-t engine. Since April the
was raced and driven all over the country. In November this big torque little beat our
competitors biggest stroker cubic inch engine in a heads-up race. You should have heard their
excuses. We hear a lot of excuses from other Pontiac engine builders. Fact was and the fact is It was a cubic inch engine thumping a cubic inch stroker engine. Our "excuse" is my successful
research and development. This little 9. Pontiac is the baddest 87 octane Pontiac ever built.
Spend your money on airflow. That's my "secret. I have the most killer combinations for any V-8
Pontiac. Our 's, 's, 's 's and King Street engines are all incredibly impressive. All run on pump
gas and have made as much as hp without nitrous. We also build highly durable and torque
packed cast iron stock head stock Pontiac engines. Performance and price - we cannot be beat.
That may sound cliche', but it's true. The only complaint we get is the customer wishing they
had called us first. We also build bracket race engines, circle track engines, boat engines and all
out competition engines. I can also design and build other makes too. You have finally found
the people that have the experience, the assembly talent, and right advice to build your Pontiac
engine. The correct way the first time. Call us for personal assistance. We try very hard to make
sure you know what you're doing. No more guess work. When you want the best - you've finally

found us. And always keep your original Email included with subsequent emails. It makes it
easier to follow along if the emails continue over the course of a few days. Thank you. Engine
reliability allowed D-Mac to concentrate on driving. To date: Best E. Dennis blew it up in his
shop after sneaking the crank out of it trying to find my "secrets. Can you say mechanically
UNinclined? All top shelf work by Jim. At 3,lbs. It was the first all stock weight 4 speed GTO with
9" slicks in the nines and no nitrous. Bruce designed and built the rpm engine for Jim. No
engine failures. Bruce's 'ex 63 Tempest "Womp'em Wagon". A dmired by Smokey Yunick in for
its performance and special engine design. Race weight lbs. DOT tires. Custom profiled Comp
Cams H. RRE ported 87cc Edelbrock heads. Compression is only 8. Uses 87 octane. Stock
crank. Stock rod length. Pump gas is always wallet friendly. Phone Support those who support
you.! Bruce Fulper Thank you. Engine Related Parts. Quality parts for Pontiacs. We try to add
new parts for sale to this page every week. We update this page every evening. This page is
current and up to date. We have more items for sale then those that are listed on this page. If
you don't see it, check back from time to time or send us an e-mail. This seems to work on all
web sites and most documents. Transmission Parts. Great condition. Should fit Should be the
same From Pontiac powered car. Nice condition. OEM GM. Fits non air car. Some minor surface
rust. No pitted. OEM Metal. Has been trimmed to fit Radiator. Email for extra images. OEM GM
with no issues. No cracks. Has a small spot cut out of lower edge. Very nice condition. Has
some minor issues. For V8 cars. Has one broken isolator bracket. May fit Email for images. Very
hard to find. Has Email for extra images. Has one broken lower tab. Pair Firebird 2. Should fit
several years. Fits several years. Aftermarket Bolts and spacer included. Pontiac V8 OEM 2.
Correct for most models and years. For cars with out a clutch fan. Correct for non air cars. Nice,
but has some small nicks and scrapes on blades. Great OEM condition. Removed from a
Pontiac Grand Ville. Removed from a Trans Am. Should be the same for the LeMans and Grand
Prix. Has a small nick in one blade. Removed from Pontiac V8. Has some minor nicks on one of
the blades. Great condition, tested. Was functioning when removed. Original Harrison. Nice
Harrison tanks. Needs to be repaired or re-cored. Great condition, Harrison tanks. Should work
fine. Out of non running car. Original Harrison tanks. In great condition. Has OEM Harrison
tanks. May work fine or use for the tanks. Looks great. Newer aftermarket unit. Some mashed
fins. Out of running car. Aftermarket aluminum. Fits cars with Olds or Pontiac V8. Looks ugly,
but should work just fine or use for tanks. Great condition out of running car. Works fine. This is
two pieces, the balancer and the hub. Cleaned and inspected, we only sell the best ones that
come in. Good used original. Rubber has crack, but it should not effect the performance. Email
us for the price and availability of the pulley you are looking for. For cars with the small
harmonic balancer. Great condition, some minor splits at bolt holes. Excellent condition.
Hardware not included. Pump spins freely. Also fits GP. The pump is frozen. No pump included.
Fits several years and models. Not tested. We did not find any numbers on it. OEM Original.
Front Alternator Bracket sold. Great condition First type. Second type. No cracks or stripped
holes. Fits For A. R car. With A. No cracks has repaired threads. For non air car. Mounts to face
of pump. Mounts to the bracket that mounts to the face of pump. First type fits same as second
type. Second type fits same as first type. Has some minor cracks off of one bolt hole, not an
issue. Spins true. Has small dent in housing. Has minor dents in housing. Pulley Will Fit Has
small dents in housing. It has a small dent in the housing. Fits car with 80 amp alt. Reservoir
has some dents in the side. Non turbo. Same for GP. Includes bolts. Fits other years. May fit
other years. Super rare, removed from a Full Size Pontiac. Not correct for Full Size cars.
Exhaust manifolds are cleaned and inspected. We are not selling any that are cracked or have
broken studs, broken ears or stripped out holes. Some may need studs installed or replaced to
make them perfect. Numbers are hard to read. Pair Pontiac V8 Exhaust Manifolds sold. Has
stuck valve. Valve is stuck open. Has one repaired thread. Part The valve is broken and stuck
open, but they will function fine as is. Fit Valve stuck open. Great condition with no issues. No
issues. Has some minor scrapes. Valve is loose and the spring is missing. No DC's. Non valve
type. Missing the flapper. Great condition originals. These are a D-port manifold. No cracks,
they have one repair at the collector and the valve is frozen. Pitting on LH manifold. Tested and
working. Vacuum diaphragm not working. Pair Trans Am 5. RH Removed from a Pair Firebird 5.
Pair Chevy 5. Has some minor scrapes on the bottom. Should fit the 5. Local pickup only or
could be included with a large freight order like a floor or QP section. Long type. It was removed
from a Sprint with A. They came on all high performance cylinder heads. Very nice. Cover is not
pitted, cam looks great. It was removed from a Does not appear to have any dings. Pair Pontiac
V8 Valve Covers sold. Most paint removed during cleaning process. Have only very minor
imperfections. Excellent reproduction by Ames Performance. Driver quality with some surface
rust. Pair Pontiac V8 Valve Covers out of stock. Very nice but may have some minor
imperfections. Blasted and painted high temp cast. Some minor dings. Built in oil dripper type.

Just need to be repainted. Fit Pontiac V8. Some fins trimmed for alternator wire clearance. Pair
V8 Valve Covers sold. Bead blasted and primed with high temp silver paint. Have some minor
dings. Some minor rust pitting. Has some surface rust. Has light surface rust. Correct for
Pontiac V8 engines, but it will fit others. For cars with windage tray. For cars with no windage
tray. New reproduction. High quality r eproduction by Ames Performance. Will fit Pontiac V8.
Removed from a Tempest. Removed from a Catalina. Two versions depending on the year of
your car. Does not fit Firebird. Not perfect. Fits SBC. This is a used rebuildable core. Same for
OHC 6. Hard to find. Email for extra image. All removed from a Firebird. Removed from a
Firebird. Part NRH. This is a high quality reproduction by Ames Performance. Bolts included
when available. Includes T V8. Fits cars with CA Emissions. Fits 4brl cars with CA Emissions.
Fits 2brl cars with CA Emissions. Does not fit Firebird or Trans Am. Fits on intake manifold.
White plastic. Blue plastic. It has minor pits and some chipped edges, but will work just fine.
Cast steel aftermarket. Has minor pits. Has some pitting, but will work fine. Type 2. Type 1. Has
OEM cast impeller. Has steel impeller. No date codes. Has cast impeller. Great condition with
some very minor pitting. NOS perfect, GM box included. Great condition with some minor
pitting. Has light water wear in pump housing. Has minor pits on hose fittings. Ready to install.
Made in USA. Very nice with little to no pitting. Has a few pits on the large hose bib, but will
work fine. Very nice condition with no issues. New Reproduction by Ames Performance. GM
Part Excellent condition with no issues. New Quality Reproduction by Ames Performance. New
Ames Performance stainless reproduction. New GM. New stainless reproduction. Has no hole
for valve cover vent tube. Has surface rust. Has hole for valve cover vent tube. Non A. For cars
with A. Missing the lid. Lid is pitted, snorkel has a small dent. Chrome lid is pitted. Minor
damage on one snorkel. Great condition with some light surface rust. Also fits LeMans with
Olds. Off of running engine. Removed from a Grand Ville. Correct for cars with the Pontiac V8
engine. Great condition with ugly peeling paint. Correct for cars with the Olds V8 engine.
Removed from a Firebird with built V8 engine. Should be the same for Nice condition, some
surface rust. Great condition with pitted lid. Evap canister included. Pair Firebird Formula 5.
Also same for with V8. Has T detent bracket. Same as but has no part number stamp. Has
A-body T detent bracket. Has F-body T detent bracket. Has T detent and cruise control brackets.
Has cruise control bracket. Removed from a GP. Fits all models. This is the most common one.
Fits most models. Removed from a California 4spd car. Needs more charcoal. Off of 4brl Car. No
on carb. For ST auto. Great condition, hard to find. Came in on non running engine. Nice
condition, hard to find. California emissions. Idle stop solenoid included. Some light surface
rust on upper butterflies. For manual trans only. Complete minus intake manifold. Also works
on Great condition, tested and working. No dings or rust. Great condition with some small
dents. Has some small dents. It has some minor dings. It has some very minor dings. Great
condition with some outer rust pits. Great condition with some minor dings and scratches.
Baffle type. Has factory brazed repair. Great condition, only a few minor dents. Non baffle type.
Great condition with some minor dings. Not dinged up. Nice condition, has minor dents. After
years of selling Pontiac parts we have finally put up for sale our collection of distributors listed
by application and date code. Distributors that are nothing special are sold at a discounted
price and will work fine for most applications while our rare and very hard to find distributors
are priced to reflect their true collector value. I don't think that we will be adding to this list due
to the scarcely of rare OEM Pontiac parts. If you have a true collector car than you know that
correct part numbers and date codes make all the difference with the value and collectability of
your car. Cast steel, fits Pontiac V8 engines. Aluminum, fits Pontiac V8 engines. Date is hard to
read. ST Transmission. All trans. Correct for all transmissions. Can't read the numbers. No
vacuum advance. Includes hold down. Can not read the number. Should fit all Chevy V8 engines
for several years. For points judged cars. May have minor dings. This Page Is Current. Items on
this page are featured in two ways. If an item is listed with BLACK text then the image
accompanying it is an actual image of the exact item for sale. When an item is featured with
BLUE text we have more than one of that item in our inventory, so the image accompanying the
item is an image of an item like the one that is for sale in similar condition, just not the exact
item. A number of changes occurred during the course of its production run, however, and
some limit component interchange. Included among them are revised engine mounting points,
transmission bell-housing bolt pattern, starter location, main bearing diameter, and cooling
system differences. The basic block features a relatively tall deck height of The deck surface is
very thick and rigid. Cylinder head bolt holes are drilled and tapped through the deck surface
and into individual bosses within the water jacket walls. Unlike many other makes, Pontiac V-8
bolt holes do not extend into the water jacket, so no thread sealer is required during installation.
This block is a â€” casting. Depending upon the application, Pontiac sometimes ground off
several or all of these numbers and stamped others into place. The block casting number is also

found in this area on most â€” castings. It indicates that this block is a The symmetric degree
design features large main bearing saddles, which adds overall rigidity and allows for using
long connecting rods for good rod-to-stroke ratio. The main bearing caps are fastened to the
block by two large bolts in most cases and by four bolts in certain highperformance
applications. In either instance, the main caps are located by dowel pins, which are intended to
prevent the caps from wandering during high-speed operation. When searching for a block to
use in a project, one from the model year of the vehicle is ideal since the engine and
transmission mounts should correspond with those of the chassis. The engine mounts may be
different for certain years, but most engine builders and restoration parts supplier offer specific
adapter kits for such situations. Pontiac blocks featured two freeze plugs per side through
Another was added in , bringing the total to three. This is a quick and easy way to narrow down
the vintage of a particular block when hunting for possible options at salvage yards or swap
meets. The Pontiac V-8 uses a bolt-on oil filter adapter, and the type most hobbyists are familiar
with comes in two distinct versions. One places the filter at about a degree angle from the block
left while the other places the filter at a degree angle. The original application depends upon the
type used to assemble a particular Pontiac. The degree unit seems most common and tends to
provide the best exhaust system and chassis clearance. It is located on the front of the block,
just below deck surface of the passenger side. It does not directly correlate to the vehicle
identification number VIN of the vehicle in which it was originally installed. The motor mounts
were moved to the side of the block in , where they remained throughout the duration of Pontiac
V-8 production. Some blocks contain two, three, or five motor-mount bosses depending upon
the year and chassis application. In some instances they are not drilled and tapped. Most
quality Pontiac engine builders and restoration parts suppliers offeradapter kits if one is
required. The oil pan is on the same plane as the crankshaft, and it contains a large sump at the
rear. Oil drawn from the sump is pressurized by the oil pump and filtered before being
dispersed throughout the engine. Oil travels across the rear of the block to a galley that runs
adjacent to the crankshaft on the left side. It feeds the camshaft, crankshaft, and left-side lifter
bores as it travels toward the front of the block. It then crosses to the right side, feeding those
lifter bores. A relatively large filter is used to keep the oil as clean as possible. Depending upon
the model year and application, a small variety of oil filter adapters were used throughout the
course of V-8 production. Pressure is regulated by a spring-loaded check valve, and the pickup
contains a mesh screen that filters out debris that could damage the gears or keep the check
valve from properly seating. Pontiac generally used oil pumps capable of generating a
maximum pressure of 40 or 60 pounds per square inch psi , depending upon the application.
The SD used a specific psi unit. The stock Pontiac crankshaft is a durable and well-balanced
unit. It features large counterweights and relatively large 2. As stroke was added to increase
displacement, main bearing diameter was increased to maintain sufficient crank pin overlap for
adequate strength. Crankshafts produced through were steel forgings, while castings were
used exclusively in later years. Because of main journal diameter differences, the early
production forged-steel units do not directly interchange with later units without significant
modification. The heattreated steel forgings used in specific high-performance applications
during the late s and early s are some of the strongest crankshafts Pontiac ever produced and
fit later blocks, but are quite rare. The first production cast crankshafts, which appeared in the
late s, were constructed of a material referred to in Pontiac literature as ArmaSteel. The
crankshafts were constructed of cast-nodular iron in later years. A crankshaft of either type is
quite durable and completely adequate for regular production engines and even
high-performance applications. Pontiac placed displacement callouts on each side of the block
in , and cast the last two digits of the displacement size into the center of the lifter valley. These
features allow quick and easy determination of displacement. In most instances, the cast
crankshafts directly interchange if the main bearing diameter is the same. Depending upon the
original application, there are slight differences in the length of the front snout, diameter of the
rear flywheel register, and counterweight shapes. So, if at all possible, comparing a potential
replacement to the original is highly suggested. A connecting rod is one of most highly
stressed components within an engine. Steel forgings are tough but the process is somewhat
expensive. The rod must be properly heat treated to be able to withstand the additional force
associated with greater power amounts or high engine speeds, which makes it even more
costly. Cast connecting rods are much cheaper to produce. Cast iron is generally very strong
up to its elastic point, but tends to shatter once surpassed. Pontiac constructed its cast rods of
ArmaSteel, a specific iron desirable for its steel-like strength qualities. If an engine is operated
within its intended limit, a properly designed cast connecting rod should provide a long service
life in a given application, which makes it ideal for typical production engines. This tends to
lessen the amount of side loading placed on the cylinder wall, reducing cylinder wear and

overall operational friction. Pontiac introduced its common cast connecting rod in for
applications. The Arma Steel unit was then used in all production engines from through Adding
modern fasteners and proper preparation is an easy way to increase its durability during any
rebuild. A floating-piston wrist pin, which consists of a slip-fit wrist pin retained in the piston by
snap rings on either end, was used through The pin was pressed into a fixed position beginning
in Forged-steel connecting rods were used in all applications through and in select applications
through The â€” Super Duty received a beautiful forged-steel connecting rod, which was a
direct replacement for the cast unit. When hobbyists learned of its availability, orders poured
into dealership parts departments. By mid , more than 1, orders for complete sets were on
backorder, yet Pontiac assembled fewer than 1, complete orders! A bulletin was issued stating
that a valid VIN was required when placing any order and only four were supplied if the claim
was accepted. Modern forgings have lessened their desirability today, but they remain fairly
valuable. The Super Duty engines of the era used a moderate-grade steel forging that was heat
treated to various standards, producing a noticeably stronger piece. These are quite rare today.
The most common Pontiac connecting rod that hobbyists are familiar with is the cast unit
introduced in for applications. It was used in all production Pontiac V-8s from through , except
for the SD Pontiac developed a beautiful forged-steel connecting rod for the Super Duty
Retaining the stock 6. The SD rod is an excellent piece that was the best available option for
several years, and the price reflected it. The cast connecting rod includes a machined groove
that serves to direct a jet of lubrication toward the camshaft and cylinder wall. Most likely
because of emissions concerns, it was eliminated in September Factory literature states that the
two rod types can be freely interchanged. Your rebuild can include either, but modern bearings
do not include the required feedhole, which renders the feature useless. Though Super Duty
connecting rods remain quite valuable today, the common forged-steel units from the s and s
are far less desirable. Typically selling at a reasonable price, some hobbyists have improved
rigidity by having them heat treated. The cost of that process along with the cost of adding
modern fasteners and having them correctly sized can make them an unreasonable choice. A
simple upgrade is the addition of modern fasteners, which tends to improve clamping force.
However, the units are generally well over 35 years old and have endured countless miles and
thousands of heating and cooling cycles during normal operation. Pontiac developed its own
castaluminum pistons, which were cam ground for precise fit. Cast pistons were used in
essentially all production Pontiac V-8s, except for some of the unique maximum-performance
engines. The factory cast piston is an excellent design. Its wrist pin is offset slightly toward the
thrust side of the piston, which is intended to lessen thrust load on the cylinder wall and
provide quiet operation. Depending upon the application, a valve relief was specifically
positioned to provide maximum piston-to-valve clearance in most engines. A dish was
machined into the crown to reduce compression in a limited number of others, such as the The
TRW pieces were precisely machined and quite reliable. Most Pontiac engines were assembled
with cast-aluminum pistons similar to this. Some applications have the valve relief in a different
position while others feature a dish in the center or a noticeable lip around the edge to reduce
compression. It was an excellent design that was relatively strong and was made to run with
tight piston-to-wall clearance. A harmonic balancer is located on the front snout of a crankshaft.
It generally consists of a center hub and floating outer ring isolated by rubber. It also contains a
top dead center TDC timing mark for conveniently setting spark timing and is flanged to accept
a pulley that drives the engine accessories. For many other makes it was slightly imbalanced
and can be adjusted to balance the reciprocating assembly, but it was neutral balanced in
nearly all Pontiac applications. Early Pontiac units bolted together and were somewhat
complex. The design grew simpler over the years and eventually evolved into the unit that most
hobbyists are familiar with today. Introduced in , the common Pontiac harmonic balancer
measures 6. It was quite reliable and rarely failed when installed properly. The same initiative
aimed at reducing overall vehicle weight that resulted in material being removed from the block
led to the introduction of a modified harmonic balancer. The Pontiac harmonic balancer
generally bolted together through , and this two-piece unit was introduced in The inertia ring is
pressed onto the stamped steel housing, which then gets bolted to the crankshaft hub. The
accessory drive pulley is sandwiched between them. The most common Pontiac harmonic
balancer was introduced in and measures 6. An excellent design that operates reliably when
properly installed, it was used in all applications through mid and then in select applications
through Your machinist can verify its accuracy during your rebuild. It should be replaced if it
shows any signs of inaccuracy or pending failure. New units were available through GM parts
departments until just a few years ago, so NOS units are still available. Aftermarket units are
also available from your favorite Pontiac vendor. In mid , Pontiac replaced the harmonic
balancer on select applications with a crankshaft hub that offered no dampening ability

whatsoever. It simply used drive engine accessories and contains a TDC timing mark. These
exceptions received a traditional balancer to ensure operational longevity. This crankshaft hub
appeared in mid on most and inch engines backed by an automatic transmission, including the
used in the Trans Am. It offers no dampening quality whatsoever. Its primary purpose is driving
engine accessories and providing a top dead center mark for setting spark timing. It should be
replaced with a traditional harmonic balancer during any rebuild. When Pontiac developed its
V-8 package during the s, the lifter bores were designed to deliver a sufficient amount of
pressurized oil for hydraulic lifter operation. Save for a few Super Duty applications, which used
mechanical camshafts for maximum-performance, Pontiac specified hydraulic camshafts in
every production engine to produce a valvetrain that operated reliably and quietly and required
very little maintenance. A typical hydraulic lifter in an overhead-valve engine is quite complex,
but the functional design is a technological marvel. A hydraulic lifter is comprised of a main
body and an internal plunger-and-valve assembly that relies on pressurized engine oil to
continually adjust valve lash, so all the valvetrain components are constantly in contact with
one another. The Pontiac V-8 block was designed to supply the lifter bores with additional oil
flow to accommodate hydraulic valve lifters. All regular production Pontiac engines received
flat-tappet camshafts and used similar hydraulic lifters. The hydraulic action allows the lifter to
continually adjust to keep all valvetrain components in constant contact for quiet and
consistent operation. This lifter has been completely disassembled to show the complex inner
workings. The ballstudâ€” type rocker arm system is a very simple design that contains
relatively few moving parts. It was pressed into place in early years, and was screwed into place
in performance applications from through A running change was made in mid that eliminated
pressed rocker studs entirely. As the lifter body follows the cam lobe and begins rising,
valvespring pressure transmitted through the pushrod compresses the plunger against its
spring-loaded check-ball, immediately isolating the lifter from the engine oil supply. As the cam
lobe travels toward peak lift, the lifter and plunger rise as a unit, lifting the pushrod, which in
turn lifts the valve off its seat. Resistance from the valvespring pressurizes the oil within the
lifter body, which causes a small amount to bleed outward between it and the plunger. Leakage
rate is controlled by using various degrees of lifter-bodyto-plunger clearance. Pontiac used
specific-rate hydraulic lifters for certain applications over the years. In nearly all its production
engines, plunger depth was preset by using a tapered rocker arm stud and a corresponding
adjuster nut. The combination ensured that the lifter functioned correctly by continually
adjusting in any condition and with normal valvetrain wear. As hydraulic lifter leakage occurs
during normal operation, a small amount of pressurized oil is sent through a hollow pushrod to
lubricate the contact end of the stamped steel rocker arm. Through the early s the rocker arm
pivot was lubricated by pressurized oil that was fed to the cylinder head rocker studs from the
camshaft journals. In later years the system was revised and the pushrod supplied all
lubrication exclusively. Many Pontiacs were originally assembled with a timing set that used a
cam gear with nylon teeth. Intended to provide quiet operation and less operational load, it was
prone to failure because the unit aged and the nylon teeth grew brittle. Any that broke off almost
always ended up in the oil pan sump, where it posed no threat. A steel cam gear is always
recommended for any rebuild. The stamped-steel rocker arms were somewhat adjustable in and
in a fixed position in most and-later regular production engines. All engines received pressed
rocker arm studs through , and threaded rocker studs were used in performance applications
beginning that year. Pontiac Engineering took camshaft design very seriously. During the late s
and early s, the production camshafts were so technologically advanced that the
factory-installed units performed as well as many of the aftermarket camshafts available at that
time. Pontiac attained maximum performance for its production vehicles by adding several
degrees of exhaust duration to compensate for the somewhat flow-deficient exhaust port and
complete exhaust system. Also the intake lobe center was delayed to make engine performance
livable on questionable-quality fuel. That moderate valve lift provided customers with a durable
valvetrain while maximizing service life. Pontiac found it easier to increase rocker arm ratio than
to modify the actual camshaft lobe if additional lift was required for a particular application.
McKellar reasoned that adjusting rocker arm ratio is less stressful on the valvetrain while
increasing all aspects under the lift curve, and it can make the camshaft appear slightly larger to
the engine at the same time. Pontiac generally used 1. The and were considered the
workhorses, offering the best combination of street manners and performance. The and were
specified for high-performance street applications. The camshaft identifier stamp was
sometimes a shape instead of an alphanumeric character during the late s. The valve events of
each vary slightly. Pontiac used 1. Moving the pushrod cup toward the rocker stud increases
the ratio. The difference is virtually undetectable unless the original units are compared side by
side. Both are original Pontiac units. A manual-transmission engine generally received a

camshaft that was slightly more aggressive than its automatic-backed counterpart because it
could generally tolerate a little more duration, and buyers opting for a manual transmission
were generally performance minded. Once emissions regulations became a greater concern,
camshafts were mostly chosen based on emissions compliance. The same general intake and
exhaust port configurations were utilized on most production engines through the end of V-8
production in The 2. A number of castings were used in the following years. Exhaust valve size
decreased to 1. Smog-era castings, such as this 6X, can be purchased quite reasonably and
make excellent performance cylinder heads in stock form. It typically consists of two or three
digits, but is sometimes a complete part number located on the valve cover rail. This particular
6X casting was used from mid to A quick search on the Web helps determine the original
application of most Pontiac castings you might come across. The small intake and exhaust
ports were designed to maximize port velocity, which is critical when attempting to maintain
good throttle response and low-speed street manners. The combustion chambers were fully
machined for several reasons, among which was to maintain good chamber volume
consistency and reduce the risk of detonation. As the engines grew larger and were designed to
operate at higher engine speeds, the intake and exhaust valves were enlarged and the ports
were reshaped to increase airflow. During the late s and again in the s, Pontiac revised the
method in which the intake manifold bolts to the cylinder heads. The original reverse-flow
design was replaced by the conventional-path system. The oiling system was also slightly
revised. A pushrod-oiled system replaced the stud-oiled rocker arm. The cylinder head design
used from through the end of traditional V-8 production in allows for directly interchanging any
casting. Castings of this era are generally easiest to find and work with any block configuration.
You simply need to educate yourself on the major casting differences and how they could affect
the outcome of your project. All Pontiac cylinder heads produced in and feature 1. Mild port
work can increase intake airflow beyond the stock range of roughly cfm at 28 inches of
pressure, and larger valves can be installed. Unless limited to such castings for originality
purposes, cylinder heads from or later may be a better option. In addition to the displacement
increase for , Pontiac improved piston-to-valve angle and increased valve diameters to 2. This
improved peak airflow by about 20 cfm to an approximate total of at 28 inches of pressure, while
intake port volume remained around cc. Mild street applications through the mid s continued
using small intake valves 1. A running change eliminated the pressed rocker studs entirely in
Threaded rocker arm studs became standard equipment in all applications in May of the model
year. Pontiac began using only 2. Because of these common characteristics, virtually any
mid-tolate s D-port casting is suitable for any performance rebuild, and they can usually be
purchased quite reasonably. Beginning in , a secondary application stamp appeared on
cylinders heads, and it denoted such variables as original application, valve sizes, and
combustion chamber volume. The stamp is located on the vertical accessory boss located
between the left and center exhaust ports. As with this casting, the stamp is sometimes off
center and can be difficult to read. All D-port cylinder heads with 2. Peak airflow is somewhere
around cfm at 28 inches of pressure regardless of casting number. Common small-valve
castings with 1. Testing shows maximum airflow occurs around. Pontiac developed a series of
cylinder heads for high-performance applications that featured round exhaust port outlets and
boasted of improved airflow. They were originally installed on some of the rarest and most
desirable Pontiacs ever produced and remain very valuable. While most D-port cylinder heads
with large intake valves make an excellent choice for any highperformance street application,
Pontiac produced a series of castings in the late s and early s that aimed to take the
top-performance engines to the next level. Combustion chamber volume of approximately 72 cc
allows the engine to achieve its intended compression ratio of just greater than on the That
feature makes these castings all but unusable for larger engines operating on modern pump
fuel. The round-port casting was revised slightly for the and H. The combustion chamber was
enlarged to more than cc to reduce compression ratio to 8. This change reduced peak intake
airflow to roughly cfm at 28 inches of pressure. The SD cylinder head was redesigned. Its intake
and exhaust ports are aimed at maximizing port efficiency and peak airflow increased to just
over cfm in similar test conditions. Even small-valve castings, once considered worthless, can
be retrofitted with larger valves, making them functionally equivalent to an original 2. The intake
manifold is generally one of the first items replaced when modifying an otherwise stock engine
for improved performance. Often, factory manifolds are at best a design compromise, with more
focus on lowspeed efficiency and emissionsfriendly economy than high-RPM performance.
Four runners draft from one half of the carburetor while the other four runners draft from the
opposite side of the carburetor. Half the cylinders see only one half of the carburetor. This
design typically accentuates low-speed street manners and favors torque production, and it
perfectly complements the intended operating range of the Pontiac V The basic 2-barrel intake

manifold designed in was used through , and with minor modifications over the years. The basic
4-barrel design was introduced in mid and was used through on all 4-barrel engines, and in
select applications. A dual 4-barrel intake manifold was used in certain maximum-performance
applications in the s and early s. When Tri-Power was introduced in , it was intended to offer
additional performance over the 4-barrel, and was available on all high-performance street
engines through GM banned the use of multiple carburetion on all vehicles, except the Corvette.
Pontiac developed a beautiful cast-aluminum single 4-barrel intake manifold for the earlys
Super Duty, and it featured long, smoothly contoured runners. It proved to offer an excellent
combination of low-speed torque and high-speed horsepower. A modified version of this intake
manifold was used with the new Rochester Quadrajet to produce an induction package that
performed as well as, and quite possibly better than, the Tri-Power it replaced in In , Pontiac
unveiled its V-8 with a 2-barrel intake manifold. The basic intake casting continued through with
minor modifications. Runner dimensions are generally smaller than the 4-barrel unit. Therefore,
it is intended to promote maximum velocity increasing low-speed performance , but it limits
top-end power. While a 2-barrel setup is certainly capable of providing plenty of performance, a
4-barrel should be considered for any performance rebuild. The trio of Rochester 2-barrel
carburetors became a Pontiac trademark. The popular cast-iron 4-barrel intake manifold was
introduced in , and it was used in performance applications that year. It was used in all 4-barrel
applications beginning in It saw minor changes to such areas as bracket mount points and
exhaust crossover dimensions over the years. The cast-iron 4-barrel intake manifold used from
forward is among the best performing units available for a street-driven Pontiac. The basic
casting received several minor changes over the years, which can affect direct interchange.
This includes exhaust crossover port size, and various methods of mounting the automatic
choke, throttle linkage, and rear bracket for the air conditioning compressor. These are small
obstacles that can create difficulty when combining an intake manifold of a certain vintage with
a vehicle of another, but they are relatively easy to overcome. The carburetor flange of the
4-barrel intake manifold was significantly modified in to accommodate the rerouted EGR
system. From looks alone, this manifold should significantly restrict airflow, but independent
testing reveals otherwise. It is completely adequate for a strong-performing street engine. They
feature enlarged runners to complement the increased airflow capacity that the larger cylinder
head intake ports offer. These manifolds are quite valuable and while capable of sustaining
greater amounts of peak horsepower, the performance effects are negligible on a street-driven
Pontiac. A throttle valve controls the volume of air passing through the bores and past the fuel
discharge nozzles, which draw atomized fuel from the float bowl and through the nozzles. The
goal is to produce peak performance in all driving conditions from light part-throttle to wide
open. When developing a carburetor for a specific application, carburetor engineers use a
mathematical equation to determine the amount of air a particular engine must ingest to
effectively operate at its intended RPM peak. It may seem easiest to simply increase carburetor
size when the required airflow capacity is greater than the carburetor can supply. But doing so
has consequences. A larger carburetor bore can lessen air velocity, subsequently reducing
nozzle signal, and ultimately degrading throttle response and low-speed performance. A
specific intake manifold was developed for those applications. With an appearance identical to
the standard manifold, its runners were enlarged internally to support additional airflow. Instead
of using cast iron, however, the high-flow units were aluminum and contained a separate
cast-iron heat crossover. Flow testing an intake manifold can predict the effect it may have on
total performance. The task is somewhat tedious and requires using a cylinder head and
measuring each runner separately, but the results allow hobbyists to accurately determine the
flow differences among various castings. To retain maximum performance in all conditions,
carburetor engineers developed a dual-stage carburetor with four near-equal-size bores or
barrels. Airflow is directed through two primary barrels for maximum low-speed performance.
As engine workload increases, a progressive throttle linkage opens the remaining two barrels
for maximum heavy-throttle performance. Pontiac V-8 was introduced with a Carter 2-barrel
carburetor. A Carter 4-barrel was made available in mid for customers seeking to improve
performance. The 2- and 4-barrel options remained for A unique Rochester dualbarrel setup was
created for hobbyists looking for a complete maximum-performance package intended for
various forms of competitive racing. Many aftermarket manufacturers were offering a
singleintake manifold that allowed the use of a trio of 2-barrels for various makes. Pontiac was
among the many manufacturers that offered and marketed such an option for its performance
vehicles beginning in The Rochester 2-barrel was a simple design that worked quite well. It
remained the carburetor of choice from through in all 2-barrel and Tri-Power applications except
for a lone ci manual-transmission engine, which specified a Carter 2-barrel. During the early
days of 4-barrel production, Rochester carburetors received a bad reputation when compared to

Carter. Rochester was perceived as a carburetor company that simply produced carburetors to
auto manufacturer specifications for production vehicles. Carter went a step beyond, however,
and offered a limited line of tuning parts available on the aftermarket. Beginning in , Pontiac
started using the Carter AFB for its performance applications and it remained a
regular-production carburetor through The Carter AFB was an excellent performance carburetor
when tuned properly, and it was able to rival the performance of the Tri-Power in certain Pontiac
applications. The TriPower was quite profitable for Pontiac, and it was a key feature with
enthusiasts. The Model 4M Quadrajet first appeared on select Chevrolet applications, and by it
was the only 4-barrel used by the GM divisions, except for those specialized Chevrolet
applications that used a Holley. The mechanical fuel pump was mounted on the front of the
engine, where it received airflow wash from the cooling fan. Canister units like this begun
appearing on production vehicles during the s. AC Delco was the original supplier in most
instances, and direct replacements are still available for many popular applications. The Carter
AFB was a popular 4-barrel carburetor during the late s and s. Pontiac used it in most 4-barrel
applications from through Carter even offered tuning parts to improve performance beyond the
factory setting. But finding replacement and performance parts can now be difficult. Pontiac
began using the Quadrajet in on its six-cylinder Sprint engines, and for its performance V-8s in
But the Carter AFB 4-barrel remained the specified unit for certain applications. Independent
airflow testing reveals that this value is actually pretty close. With the secondary air valve
adjusted to the maximum flow position, these castings are capable of flowing as much as cfm.
Rochester took a couple of different approaches toward increasing the airflow capacity of its
Model 4M during the early s. Pontiac worked closely with Rochester to develop a unique casting
that lacks the outer ring of the booster cluster in the primary bore for specific applications. The
latter unit is often referred to as an cfm casting, and independent airflow testing shows that its
total capacity is just a bit more than cfm. A modified version of the 4M, designated Model M4M,
was introduced for the model year. Scorned by many as smog-era carburetors with very lean
fuel metering, the casting changed very little for the remainder of the s, and it makes for an
excellent performance unit once modified correctly. The Quadrajet saw some significant design
changes during the model year as computer control command was introduced. Designated
E4M, many of the mechanical internals were replaced by electronic components, offering more
precise control over the fuel curve, reducing emissions, and improving long-term consistency.
However, the E4M requires an electronic module for normal operation. An exhaust system is
designed to carry hot engine exhaust away from a vehicle while muffling the pressure waves
sound at the same time. The very best exhaust system is one that effectively reduces engine
noise without reducing engine performance. Noise-level regulations, overall exhaust tone,
space constraints, and cost are also major factors that manufacturers must consider when
designing complete exhaust systems for production vehicles, and performance is sometimes
compromised in order to meet those goals. The frame design of the Pontiac forced the use of a
single exhaust system. Dual exhaust pipes were a popular upgrade with performance
enthusiasts, however. In true hot rodder fashion, hobbyists devised several ways of adding a
second pipe in search of a slight power increase. A factory-installed dual-exhaust package was
made available when a modified frame was introduced in , which boosted the factory
horsepower rating by about Dual exhaust was then used on every regular production
performance Pontiac through , at which point a single exhaust catalyst was introduced. The
Rochester Quadrajet was introduced in as a Tri-Power replacement. The design promotes
maximum street manners while operating on the primary circuit, and strong fullthrottle
performance when the large secondary barrels open. It saw minor modifications over the years
and was used by Pontiac through the end of V-8 production Most regular-production Pontiac
engines utilized log-style cast-iron exhaust manifolds. This design simply gathers the gas
exiting the cylinder head in a central chamber, sends it through a common collector into 2- or 2.
Many variations of this type were used over the years, and they are generally considered the
most restrictive from a performance perspective. Pontiac realized early on that separating and
merging certain exhaust manifold runners and increasing their length improved engine
efficiency, which translated into better high-speed performance. The first long-branch manifold
was introduced in , and the first full-length cast header was introduced for the Super Duty
package a year later. These units remain among the best performance exhaust manifolds ever
produced by an auto manufacturer. Common log-type exhaust manifolds are intended to do
little more than gather exhaust gas and route it toward the muffler. Pontiac produced a wide
variety of examples over the years for different chassis applications. While not the best choice
for a high-performance rebuild, they are sufficient for mild- to moderate-performance
applications. Used examples are relatively inexpensive, but be sure any replacement fits your
particular Pontiac. The long-branch exhaust manifold was revised slightly for to accommodate

the new Firebird chassis. Still featuring individual exhaust runners, it was used in all
high-performance Firebird applications and was available in both D-port and round-port
configurations. It was then used on various A-body applications through , and certain Firebirds
from to Retaining four separate runners and a single collector, the Ram Air unit contained
shorter runners, which are internally separated. The lack of runner length affects performance
slightly, when compared to the long-branch, but it remains a significant improvement over the
standard log-type unit. It featured a bolt-on collector that could be uncapped to bypass the
exhaust system. The most common unit was constructed of cast-iron, but a cast-aluminum
version, like this reproduction from Ram Air Restoration Enterprises RARE , was available for
certain applications. The Super Duty castings offer tube-header-like performance. Pontiac used
high-flow exhaust manifolds to improve the efficiency and usable power of its highperformance
engines. Most Pontiac mufflers reduce sound pressure levels and eliminate undesirable droning
through a combination of flow path management, frequency attenuation chambers, and pulse
absorbing cavities. Original Pontiac mufflers generally flow 55 to 70 percent of a straight pipe
while those destined for high-performance applications typically utilized larger diameter internal
tubes, and may flow slightly more. Oldberg Manufacturing Company provided many of the
mufflers used on various to Pontiac models. This gave the Firebird its unique sound. Featuring
four runners that are separated internally, its use expanded to the Firebird line in Its use also
included certain fullsize vehicles with high-performance engines. On average, the longbranch
manifold has a 7- to hp advantage over a comparable Ram Air type. Some mufflers, such as
those used with the Super Duty engine, were a straight-through design. Since these engines
were limited-production units intended for sanctioned racing, maximum flow was more of a
concern than sound quality or muffling ability. In some cases, multiple suppliers provided
replacement mufflers stamped with the same GM part number. But they were not internally
identical to the production units that were actually installed on the vehicle during assembly,
subsequently affecting sound. If you liked this article you will LOVE the full book. Click the
button below and we will send you an exclusive deal on this book. Falling between Chevrolet
and Oldsmobile on the corporate ladder, Oakland introduced Pontiac in as a companion model
line. Oakland introduced the Pontiac in to complement itself. Pontiacs sold so well that the
Oakland line was canceled within a few years. This particular Pontiac is part of the General
Motors Heritage Collection and was the first Pontiac ever produced. In , General Motors leaned
heavily on Chevrolet and Pontiac to develop V-8 engines for the model year and provided them
with all available resources to ensure success. Pontiac settled on a 3. Pontiac management
urged that the design allow for future displacement increases, which eventually permitted the
basic combination to displace ci in a matter of years. The left-hand cylinder bank was offset
rearward. This allowed the distributor to be mounted on the right side of the block, exposing its
driven gear to upward thrust, eliminating the need for a machined thrust surface within the
block. Displacing ci, the entry-level 2-barrel mill was packed full of cutting-edge features and
was rated at hp. An optional 4-barrel carburetor was made available midyear, which increased
horsepower to The cylinder heads incorporated 1. A reverse-flow cooling system directed
coolant toward the cylinder heads before the lower end of the engine in an attempt to extend
exhaust valve life. The rocker system, consisting of a stamped-steel rocker arm pivoting on a
single stud, was one that many other manufacturers adopted for their V-8s in later years.
Engines featuring a compression ratio of 7. A machined decked cylinder head was utilized to
boost compression ratio to , and increased horsepower to A hp version was introduced in mid
when a 4-barrel carburetor was made available. Engine displacement grew to Optional dual
exhaust added about 10 hp to either engine. Pontiac created its first extra-horsepower package
in mid With more compression, dual 4-barrel carburetors, and a special camshaft, the
combination boosted horsepower to Though his influence is felt in model year styling, this
Bonneville represents the direction Pontiac was headed during the late s and into the s.
Tri-Power was introduced in to give Pontiac a youthful appeal to young hot rodders. Boasting
excellent street manners and economy while operating on its center 2-barrel carburetor, and
strong acceleration as its end 2-barrels progressively opened, it was well marketed and quite
popular with buyers through It is truly a Pontiac trademark. DeLorean as assistant chief
engineer. The top performer designated for NASCAR-type competition still utilized dual 4-barrel
carburetors and cranked out hp. Displacement increased to for and horsepower increased
accordingly. The engine grew yet again in to ci, and it remained at this size for A complete
over-the-counter parts package with the sole intent of producing a competition-only was
released in It employed the same four-bolt block used in Tri-Power applications, but the Super
Duty package filled it with a forged-steel crankshaft and connecting rods. High-flow cylinder
heads produced High-flow castiron exhaust manifolds with separate collectors that could be
uncapped were offered, and a single 4-barrel or Tri-Power intake manifold was also used. The

was carried over into the model year and the Super Duty package went on. Intake manifold
choices were limited to a single 4-barrel or Tri-Power. While both were previously cast iron, for
they were cast in lighter weight aluminum. Either engine was rated at hp. The package was
available in with few enhancements, and it continued as a parts department purchase. With the
assistance of Pontiac ad-man Jim Wangers, Royal Pontiac became intertwined with the Division
and had a direct line to its Engineering department. This particular Ventura, campaigned by
Royal Pontiac and driven by Wangers, may be the only Pontiac to receive a factory-installed
Super Duty To maintain competitiveness on the track with the larger engines produced by other
manufacturers, Pontiac released a version of its Super Duty package through its parts
departments toward the end of the model year. To comply with rules imposed by racing
associations, both it and the Super Duty became factoryinstalled options in Available only with
two 4-barrels, the SD was rated at hp and made quick work of the competition. Concerned with
maximum performance, little regard was given to cold-weather operating characteristics of the
Super Duty engine. As such, most Super Duty Pontiacs were purchased with the sole intent of
regularly competing on the race track. The Super Duty combination proved to be lethal. Pontiac
was dominating drag strips around the country and it captured 30 of 52 NASCAR race wins
during the season. The Super Duty was comprised of a new 4. It utilized the same cylinder
heads as the , which pushed compression to Rated at hp, the package made Pontiac an even
greater threat on the race track. If success is measured by competitive wins, Pontiac was the
manufacturer to beat in The possibilities seemed limitless with the persuasive John DeLorean
having been promoted to chief engineer the previous year. Until that point, certain forms of
racing simply required that a given component have a factory part number for it to be legal for
competition. That translated into a flood of aftermarket components arbitrarily hung with
manufacturer part numbers with the sole intent of satisfying these governing bodies. This
simply meant that Pontiac installed both the SD and SD into vehicles on its assembly line. The
SD was limited to a single 4-barrel while the SD used dual 4-barrels. Both engines received the
McKellar number camshaft, which was much like a solid-lifter version of the hydraulic number
of later years. The SD was rated at hp, while the SD was at The Super Duty received new
pistons, which raised the compression a full point over the previous year to The single 4-barrel
version was rated at hp, while the dual 4-barrel unit was rated at hp as in , even with the
increased compression ratio. A separate dual 4-barrel engine with compression was also
available in , and it was under rated at hp. Pontiac released a revised cylinder head for its Super
Duty engines early in Boasting improved exhaust flow, it had no official effect on output rating.
The bottom seemingly fell out of the performance car market at General Motors in January
When General Motors pulled the plug on factory-backed racing, Pontiac moved forward with its
street performance program. A new vehicle based on the concept of combining a large-cube
engine with a compact body produced the GTO for Corporate regulations limited engine size to
in the Tempest platform. In addition to the induction changes for , Pontiac also increased
displacement and revised the cylinder head valve angles to improve airflow and further enhance
output. Photo Courtesy Tom DeMauro. Pontiac utilized the experience gained from the Super
Duty program to create its newest performance street engine, the High Output H. The H. It
consisted of a four-bolt block and number cylinder heads, which were similar to the Super Duty
units but contained an exhaust crossover to improve cold-weather operation. An aggressive
hydraulic-lifter camshaft was employed, and it utilized Tri-Power induction and high-flow
cast-iron exhaust manifolds. It was rated at hp. A new performance Pontiac entered the market
in and it changed the industry forever. His rebellious attitude allowed him to push many of his
technological visions through to production. Pontiac engines had typically been painted a
shade of green or blue up to this point. The hood scoop insert was cut open, allowing the
engine to ingest cooler outside air, conceivably producing more power. The Ram Air package
became a Pontiac trademark for years to follow. It never increased the advertised output rating,
but it certainly offered a performance benefit. Pontiac was forced to abandon its signature
Tri-Power induction system in when General Motors banned multiple carburetion on all vehicles
except the Corvette. To be sure the new 4-barrel engines performed at least as well as the
previous hp Tri-Power engine, airflow was improved by reducing piston-to-valve angle from 20
to 14 degrees, and increasing valve diameters from 1. Streamlined exhaust manifolds were used
to improve flow, and the block bore diameter was increased. General Motors banned the use of
multiple carburetion in In an attempt to maintain performance, Pontiac developed a new intake
manifold and specified the new Rochester Quadrajet carburetor for its performance
applications. Capable of flowing cfm, it was an efficient design that was used well into the mid
s. In addition to those changes, Pontiac completely redesigned the intake manifold using the s
Super Duty 4-barrel manifold as a template. The dual-plane design featured long, smoothly
contoured runners to produce maximum torque at low speed. Though there was large push to

cast the manifold in aluminum to save weight, cast iron was ultimately used to quell reliability
concerns and maximize cold-weather operating characteristics. The was also slightly affected
for As the full-size offerings grew in size, they required even more horsepower to maintain
performance. It borrowed technology from a new highperformance engine that Pontiac was
developing for , which contained some very unique pieces aimed at reaching its intended 6,rpm
limit. The port work improved exhaust air-flow by about 10 percent over a comparable D-port,
and the outlet shape was intended to make fitting tubular headers easier for racers. The
valvetrain was comprised of specific heavy-duty components, and the new number
hydraulic-lifter cam was teamed with 1. The combination was rated at hp for the Firebird and for
the GTO. New cylinder heads with larger intake ports, cast-aluminum intake manifold, and 1.
Available in the GTO and Firebird, the hp engine with nearly Such examples are highly coveted
by collectors today. Two new performance engines were introduced for the Firebird and GTO,
and both carried over into with minimal changes. The camshaft teamed with 1. The mill was
rated at hp for the Firebird and hp for the GTO. To regulate emissions, General Motors imposed
a compression-ratio cap of 8. Pontiac knew that increasing displacement meant similar
horsepower could be attained at a lower RPM. To combat certain forms of tailpipe emissions
and to keep insurance premiums in check, General Motors imposed a corporate compression
ratio limit of 8. Rated at hp, it used many Ram Air IVâ€”type components and included revised
round-port cylinder heads and an camshaft. An exhaust gas recirculation EGR valve is a
vacuum-operated emissions control device located on the intake manifold of every Pontiac V-8
from forward. Its purpose is to allow metered amounts of exhaust gas to reenter the cylinders
during certain operating conditions, limiting the formation of a specific pollutant. Even when
forced to comply with emissions regulations, Pontiac shocked the industry when it released the
Super Duty in Featuring such components as a specially reinforced block, forged pistons and
connecting rods, and new high-flow cylinder heads, the round-port engine was capable of
running at 6, rpm. Availability was limited to the Firebird Formula and Trans Am in and Fewer
than 1, were built during its two-year run. Adhering to the imposed compression ratio limit, the
H. The camshaft was chosen to maximize low-end torque, and specific hydraulic lifters were
used to effectively limit engine speed to no more than about 5, rpm, quelling warranty claims
from overextended operation. In response to more stringent exhaust emission standards,
exhaust gas recirculation EGR was introduced for It consisted of a valve mounted on the intake
manifold that allowed metered amounts of inert exhaust gas to re-enter the combustion
chamber. The SD was a max-performance effort designed to operate at 6, rpm. Additional
material was added to the SD block to increase overall rigidity, and it contained a provision for
dry sump oiling at the rear. A nodular iron crankshaft with deep-rolled fillets was employed. It
was retained by four-bolt main bearing caps. Specific forged-aluminum pistons were
complemented by beautiful forged-steel connecting rods. To improve the performance of its ,
Pontiac installed a turbocharger for the model year. It added more than 50 hp to the naturally
aspirated 4-barrel mill, taking the total to around hp. A number of special components were
used to accommodate the added cylinder pressure that occurs under boost conditions.
Availability was limited to the Firebird Formula and Trans Am. The intake port was so wide near
the entrance that its sidewall actually broke into the adjacent pushrod guide passage, and a
thin-wall steel sleeve was pressed in to seal it. Specific valvesprings and high-quality 2. A new
cfm Quadrajet and a specific cast-iron intake manifold with enlarged runners were used with the
SD A spec hydraulic camshaft was used throughout development and testing, lending to its hp
rating, but when it finally reached production in May , a spec cam was used to ward off
emissions concerns, and the engine was subsequently rerated at hp. Availability was limited to
the Firebird model line. Only SD-powered Firebirds were produced in , and all were the hp
variety. An additional 1, Super Duty Firebirds were produced in New federal emission standards
shook the industry during the model year. Pontiac utilized a single exhaust catalyst and a
compression ratio of just 7. High-ratio rear axle gearing was used to keep engine speed
relatively low, which lessened emissions and improved fuel economy. Performance suffered
and the was emasculated to just hp. Pontiac knew that high-revving engines had become a
distant memory, so in an attempt to shed overall vehicle weight, material was removed from low
stress areas of the block. The blocks are reliable for normal duty applications, but should not be
used in any high-performance effort. Another significant change occurred in mid Pontiac
eliminated the common harmonic balancer on most and ci engines backed by an automatic
transmission. A crankshaft hub was used in its place and it served as an accessory drive and
contained a top dead center TDC timing mark. The was discontinued after and a
high-performance took its place in With heavy emphasis placed on maximizing fuel economy,
Pontiac developed a small-cube V-8 in a lightweight package to complement the downsized
models it would introduce in the near future. The svelte block was filled with a crankshaft that

had only one large counterweight at each end and cast connecting rods. Several thousand were
set aside for the Trans Am. A turbocharger was added to the to give the Trans Am an injection
of performance. With turbo boost limited to less than 10 pounds, the was rated at around hp in
both and General Motors ceased Pontiac V-8 production in March It was the final chapter in a
saga that started in and concluded after 14,, engines were produced. Pontiac always maintained
a performance image and a great number of hobbyists competed regularly with their Pontiacs in
various stock and modified classes. These guys drove some of the quickest Pontiacs to ever
make a pass down the drag strip in their day. Arnie Beswick drove a number of different
Pontiacs during the s and s. He almost always has one of his Pontiacs with him. Mickey
Thompson was so serious about Pontiac performance during the early s that he took it upon
himself to develop and produce a specific cylinder head with a hemispherically shaped
combustion chamber, which was sold by his Long Beach, Californiaâ€”based Mickey
Thompson Equipment Company. A complete line of accessories was also available, which
included pistons, valve covers, and intake manifolds. This particular engine is owned by
hobbyist Jack Gifford
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. Thompson claimed an increase of more than hp was possible when compared to modified
Pontiac heads. Kauffman Racing Equipment produces a wide variety of heavy-duty components
for those wishing to compete at the top levels. This inch engine features an aluminum block,
canted-valve cylinder heads, and dual carburetors. It generates more than 1, hp and has run the
quarter-mile in as quick as 7. Butler Performance has gained a reputation as a premier Pontiac
engine builder providing hobbyists with potent combinations ranging from dedicated street
engines to max-performance boosted V-8s. The 2,hp beast has propelled his 2,pound LeMans to
a quarter-mile best of 6. Photo Courtesy Don Keefe. These companies, and a few others, can be
credited with keeping Pontiac V-8 performance flame alive during the smog-era and the years
immediately following its discontinuance. If you liked this article you will LOVE the full book.
Click the button below and we will send you an exclusive deal on this book.

